
RedEnvelope's Target Market and Overall Strategy 

Red envelope’s web site describes the company and mission as follows: 

"Launched in 1999, RedEnvelope’s mission is to make gift giving—no matter 

what the occasion or circumstance—simple and fun. Through a unique assortment of 

gifts, many created exclusively for us, and our easy to use Web site and seasonal 

catalogs, we offer a shopping experience that’s inspired, modern and convenient 

(www.redenvelope.com)." 

Looking at this description, along with several creatives I have received from the 

company it appears as though the company's target market focuses on the trendy shopper; 

someone who really enjoys gift giving who wants to find a unique present but, does not 

have the time to go to a myriad of different stores searching for the perfect gift.  The 

company does not focus on grabbing the attention of one gender in favor of the other.  It 

offers gift giving ideas for all types of recipients, so that someone shopping on this site 

can find a gift for almost anyone for any occasion.  RedEnvelope offers a wide range of 

gifts, from the quirky and fun, perfect for a bubbly best friend, to the upscale and elegant, 

perfectly suited to corporate gift giving.  

 RedEnvelope also seems to position its brand with a fair amount of exclusivity, it 

understands that there are thousands of different places its customers could shop to find 

gifts for those important to them but, in order to overcome this competition RedEnvelope 

attempts to impress upon its customers that it has many unique gift items, up to 95% of 

which are exclusive to its brand; that by shopping with RedEnvelope they will be able to 

find a gift that that is as unique as the recipient (Data Monitor Report, p.5).  This also 



helps shoppers feel relatively certain that the recipient will not already own the item they 

are purchasing as a gift. 

 Judging from the types of gifts offered by RedEnvelope it seems as though its 

target customer probably ranges in age from mid-20s to about 50 and has a fair amount of 

disposable income.  Although, the company offers gifts in a wide price range, from under 

$25 to several hundred dollars, the majority of the products the company offers seem to 

fall within the middle to upper end of this price range.  For many people this represents a 

rather extravagant or expensive gift, something they reserve for the most extraordinary 

occasions, for that special someone, or when they want to impress an important business 

client. Some of the most effective ways to find these types of customers would be for 

RedEnvelope to rent house lists from its competitors, to augment its own house list.  Data 

Monitor lists RedEnvelope's major competitors as Amazon.com, Federated Department 

Stores, Sharper Image, Macy's, eBay, Bloomingdale's, Neiman Marcus, Tiffany's, J. 

Crew and 1- 800 flowers.com (Data Monitor Report, p.14). 

 Due to the wide variety of customers it serves and the busy lifestyles they lead 

Red Envelope offers its customers many ways to shop and reach customer service if 

necessary. RedEnvelope offers its customers four ways to shop, though three quarters of 

the company's business is conducted through its web site.  The channels RedEnvelope 

offers to its customers to make their shopping experience as convenient as possible are 

mail order catalogue, phone orders, online through the company's storefront web site 

which allows customers to browse their products or search them by recipient, occasion or 

keyword.  The fourth channel RedEnvelope offers its customers to shop is a fairly unique 

one; this channel is a hybrid of sorts between the mail order catalog and the web site.  



RedEnvelope puts an interactive version of its catalog online, allowing customers to flip 

through the pages of the catalog online and click on any items they're interested in 

buying.  Clicking on an item in the interactive catalog will bring the customer to a page 

that gives further detail about the item and allows them to purchase it.  For someone who 

enjoys shopping by catalog but is not currently on RedEnvelope's mailing list, or is 

shopping somewhere where they do not have access to the physical catalog; this could be 

an interesting compromise for customers in that situation.  Also, for people who are less 

web savvy this shopping option feels as though you are leafing through the catalog, rather 

than trying to navigate a complicated web site full of buttons and menus that sometimes 

provide a daunting number of choices.   

The Creative 

Figure 1 gives a sample creative used by RedEnvelope to encourage people to use 

its service to find that perfect Valentine's Day gift for someone special.  That purpose is 

evident from the very beginning of this e-mail, one of the first pieces of text that catches 

the customer's attention on this e-mail is the headline which states, "It's never been easier 

to play Cupid." As is the case with most good headlines in direct marketing this one 

provides a solution to a problem which RedEnvelope feels may be prevalent among its 

customers.  This headline is extremely useful in catching the attention of shoppers who 

are having a very difficult time finding the proper Valentine's Day present for someone 

or, they do not want to settle for the usual flowers, candy or jewelry; they want something 

that will stand out in the mind of the recipient.  Due to the use of this particular headline 

it seems as though this message is aimed mostly at women who might be having a hard 



time finding a Valentine’s Day gift that they feel as though their boyfriends or husbands 

will enjoy. 

Another tactic that the direct marketers at RedEnvelope seem to apply very well 

in this e-mail is making sure that the creative is trackable.  Not only does this e-mail 

come with the code which recipients can use at checkout to redeem their free shipping on 

orders over $75 but also every link within this e-mail leads the customer to a special 

landing page that gives them further information on the products within the product 

category they selected.  Once directed to this landing page the customer is greeted with 

further information about all the products in a product category such as cuff links and 

jewelry or gadgets and tools, from there they can click on any item that is of interest to 

them to get more information or to purchase the item.  On the pages where more detail is 

given about a particular product RedEnvelope also refers customers to similar products 

which might be good additions to those they are considering purchasing.  By giving the 

customer this type of information, it is fairly easy for the company to upsell them.  By 

making additional purchases readily available to the customer it is more likely that they 

will purchase more than they originally intended, especially when companies offer free 

shipping incentives like the one found in this creative where the customer must spend a 

certain amount in order to qualify for the free shipping. 

One area in which this creative could be improved is in giving the customer more 

than one way to respond.  This e-mail only directs the customer to the web site to 

complete their transactions, it does not list the phone number by which customers can 

order or give them a way to sign up for the catalog.  By making customers aware of the 



multiple ways that they can shop with RedEnvelope, the company only increases the 

likelihood that its customers will shop with them in the future. 

 

Figure 1: Sample creative from RedEnvelope 
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